STUDENT VOICES ON PARLIAMENT HILL

MSU leaders attend the CASA Lobby Conference in Ottawa to advocate for student interests

Last week President-Elect Mary Koziol, current President Vishal Tiwari and myself took a trip up to Ottawa to attend the 2010 lobby conference of the Canadian Alliance of Student Associations (CASA). Having worked with CASA for a year now, I can concretely say that this was the most productive and beneficial of all the conferences CASA has held.

For one, we actually got work done for students (as opposed to dealing with internal governance issues). In my last CASA related piece, the most productive and beneficial of all the conferences CASA has held. Our efforts were as focused and efficient as possible.

Between Mary, Vishal and myself, McMaster had meetings with some key players in Ottawa, including the Prime Minister of Canada, John Baird and Minister of Defence Peter McKay, along with a host of other government MPs that attended.

We spent the week lobbying on six issue areas: Creating a dedicated post-secondary transfer from the federal government, reforming Canadian student loans, bringing down interest rates, diversifying graduate scholarship opportunities, strengthening Canada’s commitment to indigenous students, and meeting Canada’s learning information needs.

These are very broad issue areas. Based on information available about the MP, Senator or bureaucrat being lobbied, we would select three of these topics to highlight. This ensured that our efforts were as focused and efficient as possible.

So what does it take to be VP Finance? This position is unique in that it requires a fine balance between student representation and a very internal portfolio. The VP Finance’s main responsibility has to do with the day-to-day operations of the MSU. As the CFO, you are responsible for where money is spent, for the management of staff and for the general operational and financial health of the organization. What makes this position even more unique is that you must also bring with you a very political element. You must make your decisions knowing that you are ultimately responsible to the Student Body through the Student Representatives Assembly (SRA). This means that the decisions you make must be in the best interest of the organization and must simultaneously be in the best interest of students as well.

The VP Finance is presented with the challenge of striking a compromise between a financial responsibility and a decision that protects and promotes student services. VP Finance candidates must demonstrate the ability to address the fiscal responsibilities of the organization as well as defend these decisions as they relate to the student experience. The most significant responsibility of this office is the preparation of the annual budget and communication of financial numbers to the SRA so that it can be communicated to students. There are, however, some very significant opportunities besides the administrative duties of this Finance.

In any Vice President position, you have the opportunity to affect change and take positive measures towards improving student life. As VP Finance, you get to sit on numerous committees including the MSU’s sponsorship and donations committee, Clubs funding committee, Student Programs Support Fund Committee, the MSU’s society committee, and the Student Program Support Fund Committee. Through these committees, you have a direct say in how the MSU and the University spend money to foster student involvement and engagement.

If running a $10 million organization, meeting with politicians and University administration and networking with more than 600 staff and volunteers seems like something that interests you, then ask me about running for the VP Finance position on April 11th for a once-in-a-lifetime job.

Andrew Caterine
VP (Finance)
vpfinance@msu.mcmaster.ca
ext. 24109

Take a walk in these shoes: Vice-President Finance

Part two of a three-part series profiling the MSU Vice President positions up for hire this April
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